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There’s nothing like good contacts

Whether in industry, telecommunications, medical technology or the auto-
motive sector – the use of battery contacts is extremely widespread. They are 
always required where there is a need for high reliability with a host of differ-
ent conditions and quality requirements. They transmit high currents with as 
little transmission resistance as possible. Thus, they stand up to competitive 
solutions such as flat strip contacts and connectors.

How reliable are the contacts on your battery holders?
Quality and durability are of the utmost importance in the manufacture of 
battery contacts and they have a direct influence on the battery power as well 
as the safe and reliable operation of the corresponding consumer. Due to the 
persistent trend for miniaturisation as well as the trend towards ever smaller 
construction space for batteries, a flexible battery contact design is required.

During the development stage for the manufacturing of battery contacts, 
various different possible uses and requirements are taken into account, such 
as retention properties, spring characteristics, design, form and surface finish.

We make the contact!
Vogt AG has been providing high-quality contact parts for more than 50 years. 
Irrespective of whether you as the customer provide drawings or whether 
they are created by the design department at Vogt AG, Vogt customers are 
supported from the idea through to the finished battery contact. Thanks 
to in-house tool construction, the required tools are manufactured for the 
required stamping-bending contacts quickly and to the highest quality. 
 
Vogt AG is your contact for the ultimate battery contact!
 

Battery contacts

Examples 

4 benefits for you

In-house tool construction with a high level of standardisation

High level of reliability

All production steps under one roof

Design support
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Optrel application example

High tech thanks to maximum precision

Since the development of the automatic welding helmet, Optrel has been 
developing innovative systems for eye and respiratory protection for private 
and professional welders. The helmets are sold worldwide. At the core of 
each automatic welding helmet is the cartridge which combines both the 
technology and the know-how. Part of this cartridge is a printed circuit board 
upon which the controller is integrated that regulates the liquid crystal display 
depending on the brightness. 

There are two CR2032-type button batteries on the printed circuit board, 
each of which is secured in place by a battery holder with a positive pole and 
a battery contact with a negative pole. 

Vogt AG has produced complex battery contacts for the company based in 
Eastern Switzerland. The stamping-bending tool was designed using modern 
3D software, machined on the CNC milling centre and wire-eroded onto the 
Swiss quality machines. Both parts were stamped in an internal stamping tool 
and were then hardened and finished. To ensure the high quality require-
ments with the series, the parts are examined right down to the last detail 
during the quality check. Consistently high quality is ensured at Vogt through 
regularly trained personnel.

The battery contacts are attached to the printed circuit board that is 
then fitted in the cartridge.
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Overview of stamping services

Material Steel, stainless steel, titanium, copper, copper 
alloys (brass, bronze, nickel silver, beryllium 
bronze, etc.), aluminium, aluminium alloys

Surfaces Bare, silver-plated, gold-plated, solderable 
tin-plating, reflow solderable, tin-plated, 
galvanised, chrome-plated, copper-plated

Stamped part dimensions

Surface max. 80 x 50mm

Range 6 to 90mm

Size of the slots and holes min. 1.2 x material thickness

Material thickness

Single parts min. 0.2mm, max. 2.0mm

Reeled products min. 0.1mm

Toolmaking

Tool size 400mm x 600mm

Tool types Channel cuts, complete cuts, progressive 
tools, tools with integrated thread shaping 
unit
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